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Abstract. Monitoring the data sources for possible changes is an important consumption requirement for applications running
in interaction with the web of data. In this paper, MonARCh (Monitoring Architecture for Result Changes) which is a scalable
architecture for monitoring the result changes of registered SPARQL queries in the linked data environment has been introduced.
Although MonARCh can be comprehended as a publish/subscribe system in the general sense, it differs in how the commu-
nication with the data sources are realized. The reason behind this is that the data sources in the linked data environment do
not publish the changes on the data. MonARCh provides the necessary communication infrastructure between the data sources
and the consumers for the notification of changes. Users subscribe SPARQL queries to the system which are then converted to
federated queries. MonARCh periodically checks for updates by re-executing sub-queries and notifies users in case of any result
change. In addition, to provide scalability MonARCh takes the advantage of concurrent computation of the actor model and a
parallel join algorithm for faster query execution and result generation. The design science methodology has been used both
during the design and implementation stage and for the evaluation of the architecture.

Keywords: query monitoring, SPARQL, linked data, scalability, publish/subscribe, pull/push, actor model

1. Introduction

Linked data concept has been first introduced by
Tim Berners-Lee in his technical note [9] where he
manifested the basic principles for making the data
published on the web to become part of a global in-
formation space which is usually referred to as "Web
of Data" [12]. Since then the Web of Data has gradu-
ally expanded as organizations from different domains
have begun to publish their data following the linked
data principles. Today, the Web of Data contains a
large number of interrelated data sets covering spe-
cific domains such as government, media, entertain-
ment, life sciences, geographical places as well as data
sets which span over multiple domains such as DBpe-
dia [1, 6, 13, 33] which is all referred as Linked Open
Data (LOD) Cloud [2].

Querying alone might not satisfy all of the data con-
sumption requirements of linked data applications. It
has become a critical task for applications to monitor

*Corresponding author. E-mail: burak.yonyul@ege.edu.tr.

changes on the application related part of the Web of
Data and react to asynchronous events caused by these
changes. Thus, management of data dynamics is an im-
portant issue for the continuously expanding and dy-
namically changing web of data. This requirement is
also addressed in a comprehensive survey where the
requirements for the linked data consumption process
have been identified [30]. In particular, in the survey
the authors define this requirement as the ability to
periodically monitor a data source and trigger actions
when the data source changes (please see requirement
15 in [30]).

In this paper, MonARCh: Monitoring Architecture
for Result Changes which is a monitoring architec-
ture for SPARQL queries in linked data environment
have been presented. Since monitoring requests can
come from a large number of asynchronous appli-
cations, scalability is an important issue in develop-
ing such an architecture. MonARCh has been devel-
oped based on the actor model to provide scalabil-
ity. The basic entities to be monitored and the un-
derlying communication mechnanism of the monitor-
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ing architecture are other concerns that constitute the
linked data perspective in developing such an architec-
ture. In MonARCh, SPARQL [55] queries are the ba-
sic entities that are monitored. The underlying com-
munication mechanism is based on a combined pull-
push approach. Monitoring infrastructures are usually
based on either pull or the push approach. In the
pull approach, the consumer monitors the datasets by
means of periodic queries. In the push mechanism, the
consumer subscribes to the data publisher and then
the data publisher acknowledges the changes to sub-
scribers. On the other hand, a combined push-pull
mechanism has been employed during development of
MonARCh. The pull approach has been used in the
“Web of Data interface” and the push approach has
been used in the “user applications interface”. Using
the pull approach, all new datasets are dynamically
discovered each time before querying. Applications
which need to monitor some specific part of the Web of
Data register their requests through SPARQL queries
to the monitoring service and then begin to wait for be-
ing notified in case of a change. Using combined pull-
push approach in this manner constitutes one of the
novel sides of MonARCh.

The monitoring architecture also has the ability of
separating a complex query into its sub-queries, and
executing each one of these sub-queries independently
based on the change frequencies of their related data
sets. The partial results may come either from a newly
executed sub-query or from the local partial result
caches of previously executed sub-queries, and are
merged using a hash join algorithm. This capability
constitutes the other novel side of the proposed moni-
toring architecture.

The survey about linked data consumption also in-
troduces and evaluates sixteen tools in the context of
linked data consumption [4]. But, none of the tools
evaluated addresses the linked data monitoring re-
quirement (please see table 3 and 4 in [4]). As far
as is known, MonARCh is the first architecture that
addresses linked data monitoring requirement. Actor
based scalability, employing combined pull-push ap-
proach in the underlying architecture, and the abil-
ity to monitor sub-queries independently based on the
dataset change frequency are the prominent features of
MonARCh.

MonARCh has been developed following the design
science methodology in [54]. A case study that uses
DBpedia, New York Times and a Stock market datasets
has been developed. MonARCh has been evaluated
also based on the design science methodology. Rest of

the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 moni-
toring requirement for SPARQL queries in linked data
environment which constitutes the core idea of this pa-
per has been defined. While Section 3 explains the re-
search methodology used in this work, Section 4 gives
an outline about defining the research purpose and asks
some questions about the relationship between system
and environment. Section 5 and Section 6 elaborate
the design and evaluation details of MonARCh respec-
tively. Lastly, Section 7 gives the literature review re-
lated to paper and Section 8 summarizes the whole
work and proposes some possible improvements.

2. Roots of the Linked Data Monitoring
Architecture

With the increase of data intensive applications, sys-
tems such as services and APIs which open its data for
access have become an indispensable part of the infor-
mation era. Both producers and consumers of this open
data may have different requirements. According to the
type of information requirement, different techniques
have emerged to provide the data flow among produc-
ers and consumers. For example; in the pull model,
consumers query the data sources and acquire informa-
tion themselves [11, 14, 28]. In the push model, con-
sumers want to get informed when there is a change in
the data that they are interested in [11, 14, 28]. The two
models can be combined to form a pull-push model
as well [28]. Push model comes with a solution which
is called publish/subscribe architecture [20]. Publish-
ers propagate their new data and they do not know
how it will be used by the consumers (subscribers in
this context). Subscribers register to some topics or to
some contents and wait for being informed with the
new data about their interest. A middleware (match-
ing) layer which is the key component of a publish/-
subscribe (pub/sub) system, seeks for a match between
the data sent by publisher and topics/contents regis-
tered by subscriber. It can be seen as a bridge and its
primary goal is to disseminate the relevant data from
publisher to the subscriber.

All of the publish subscribe systems are useful when
the data and stores are owned by the system itself
which enables alerting the subscribers immediately
whenever newly updated data comes. It is not always
reasonable to own the data source & service and expect
it to publish the updates on its data. The concept of
publisher can be seen as a service that proactively dis-
seminates its content to the outside world. This causes
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another problem which is filtering the relevant con-
tents among all other irrelevant ones for the purpose of
delivering to the receiver. Furthermore, a misworking
matching mechanism may lead to skipping some rele-
vant data. Most of the data sources have such a reactive
structure which they issue their data when requested.
Also when there is no broker who is aware of the up-
dates of a data source, it is not possible to find a match
between published and subscribed content, and also in-
form consumers just in time. Thus, an alternative infor-
mative mechanism is required to be built in order to de-
liver updated content. In this case an approach aiming
to find changes by querying data sources periodically
seems to be a good solution. It is similar to publish/-
subscribe architecture but just differentiate on replac-
ing publisher with pull component while embracing
subscriber itself. From another point of view this can
be seen as a pull/push approach which consequently
checks the changes by pulling data and pushing these
changes to the subscribers.

The semantic web[10] is a web of data that is read-
able and processable by both humans and machines.
Linked Data[9] resides at the heart of the semantic
web which suggests building relationships between the
data sources to make the web of data interconnected
and more accessible. According to the nature of linked
data, data sources are connected to each other with the
principle of not to duplicate but to reuse existing ones.
Consequently, the semantic web is an environment
of humans, agents, interlinked disjoint data sources,
and SPARQL endpoints that interact with each other.
Changes to the data sources can be described in a pre-
dictive way using metadata such as DaDy1[24] which
provides regularity and information about frequency
of updates. In MonARCh, since it is not obligatory
for SPARQL endpoints to be publishers, we assume to
have no publishers but only subscribers who register to
the result changes for SPARQL queries in the linked
data environment. DaDy metadata has been applied to
the VoID[5] documents of datasets in order to know
how often a dataset changes. As previously described,
because of the characteristic of semantic web, pull/-
push approach has been used in this study and unique
federated queries having the same pattern are repeat-
edly sent to the endpoints of datasets according to the
change frequency metadata residing in the VoID doc-
uments. If any change has been detected between the

1http://purl.org/NET/dady#

previous and current result of a query then changed re-
sult is issued to the subscribers.

Since the pull/push approach is decided to be used,
a strong messaging mechanism is needed to be built
as the backbone of the architecture. On the other hand
a large number of queries will be monitored for a re-
sult change, therefore the architecture of the system
is also required to be scalable, distributed and concur-
rent. From the programming point of view a thread
based approach will perfectly fit as a remedy for this
requirement. Under the light of these statements and
facts, actor model [26, 27] which deals with concur-
rent computation comes as the ultimate solution. Actor
is the primitive unit of computation that accepts mes-
sages through its mailbox and reactively does some
computation according to the type of message it re-
ceives. Actors are also designed to cooperate with
each other by sending messages. Actor model supports
fault tolerance by “let it crash” philosophy, which pro-
poses that instead of avoiding every single fault con-
dition, failures should be left to the supervisor who
knows how to heal them. With the aforementioned and
many other useful features, actor model is a better
and model-based replacement of thread programming.
Thus, the system has been decided to be built on top
of the actor model. Scala2 is used as the implemen-
tation language and Akka3 toolkit [23] is selected as
the actor model implementation on JVM (Java Virtual
Machine). Thanks to the cluster sharding property of
Akka, the system has become highly scalable and con-
current. Moreover it has high performance and is also
resilient to the burst of message workloads which can
go up to thousands of CPU and memory bound actors
and tens of thousands msg/sec per computer cluster
node. Consequently, the proposed system MonARCh
is a scalable actor based result change detection and
notification tool for SPARQL queries, which is based
on the pull/push mechanism differs in some ways from
publish/subscribe architecture and works in the linked
data environment.

3. Research Methodology

The main motivations for this research are to en-
hance the response ability of applications to the
changes in the Linked Data and to isolate developers
from the details of Linked Data monitoring. These mo-

2https://www.scala-lang.org
3https://akka.io

http://purl.org/NET/dady#
https://www.scala-lang.org
https://akka.io
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tivations call for the design of an artifact that satisfies
these requirements. Therefore, the conducted study
can be identified as a design science research and fol-
lows the Design Science Methodology in [54]. This
methodology consists of four main steps:

I. Defining the design problem and knowledge
questions to be answered by the research.

II. Design cycle which consists of problem investi-
gation, designing an artifact and defining the con-
text it will operate in (artifact and its context are
defined as a treatment [54]) and the validation of
the treatment defined.

III. Defining the conceptual framework the research
is based on and the theoretical generalizations
that can be concluded at the end of the research.

IV. Empirical cycle aiming to test the treatment with
empirical methods with the following steps:

– problem analysis
– research setup design
– inference design
– validation of inferences against research setup
– research design
– research execution
– data analysis

According to [54] there are four empirical research
methods that can be utilized by the empirical cy-
cle. These methods are observational case studies,
single-case mechanism experiments, technical action
research and statistical difference making experiments.
Since the aim of this research is to validate the ab-
stract architecture designed for monitoring linked data
changes, single-case mechanism experiments (SCME)
method is the most suitable one.

Single-case mechanism experiments (SCME) are
conducted with an object of study (OoS), which is
a prototype model of the designed artifact placed in
a model of the real world context it will operate in.
SCME are done in the lab so as to allow the researcher
to have access to the architecture of OoS, explain its
behaviour in terms of the architecture and validate the
artifact design. These explanations are expected to be
generalized to the population of all possible implemen-
tations of the artifact design and they will be validated
by analogical reasoning.

For the conducted study, design science methodol-
ogy is used for system design and implementation pro-
cesses namely design cycle and evaluation design, as
well as execution and analysis processes which con-
stitute the empirical cycle. First of all, design problem

and knowledge questions will be presented in the next
section which are the heart of the methodology.

4. Design Problem and Knowledge Questions

Before starting a design science research, the design
problem which outlines the research purpose should
be defined. A template for defining design problems in
[54] is as follows:

– improve <a problem context>
– by <(re)designing an artifact>
– that satisfies <some requirements>
– in order to <help stakeholders achieve some

goals>

When this template is applied to the linked data mon-
itoring problem, the following design problem defini-
tion is formed:

– improve linked data change monitoring capability
of applications

– by designing a scalable linked data query moni-
toring architecture

– that satisfies following requirements:

∗ The results of federated SPARQL queries are
monitored

∗ Different client applications can register new
federated SPARQL queries for monitoring

∗ Client applications are notified when any result
of their requested queries

– in order to:

∗ Enhance the response ability of client applica-
tions to data changes

∗ Isolate developers from the details of linked
data monitoring

After this step, knowledge questions should be de-
fined. These questions aid in exploring the artifact to
be designed in terms of its context and its relationship
between the context. There are two kinds of knowl-
edge questions: descriptive and explanatory. Descrip-
tive questions look for answers to what, where, who,
when, which by only observation. On the other hand
explanatory questions try to get answers to why to
learn about causes.

From the linked data and query monitoring perspec-
tive, the following descriptive and explanatory knowl-
edge questions are defined for the linked data monitor-
ing artifact:
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4.1. Descriptive Questions

– Were the expected number of notifications got-
ten?

– What is the maximum number of observed feder-
ated queries?

– How many queries per unit-of-time could be suc-
cessfully registered?

– How would the performance of the system be af-
fected if the number of sub-queries in a federated
query increases?

– What are the pros and cons of the join algorithm
used in the system and context?

4.2. Explanatory Questions

– What mechanism causes not being able to moni-
tor more queries?

– Why more queries cannot be be registered per
unit of time?

– How do the number of sub-queries in a federated
query affects the performance of the system?

– How would a change in the query characteristics
affect the performance of the system?

A more specific classification of knowledge questions
closely related with design science research can be
made by exploring the artifact-context relationship.
Thus, there are four kinds of questions which can be
classified as effect, trade-off, sensitivity and require-
ments satisfaction questions.

4.3. Effect Questions (Artifact X Context)

Effect questions explore effects produced by the in-
teraction of an artifact with the context. The context
consists of a linked dataspace, SPARQL endpoints,
DaDy definitions, federated SPARQL endpoints and
software developer(s). Effect questions for this inter-
action are as follows:

– Were the expected number of notifications got-
ten?

– What is the maximum number of observed feder-
ated queries?

– How many queries per unit-of-time could be suc-
cessfully registered?

– What mechanism causes not being able to moni-
tor more queries?

– Why can’t more queries be registered per unit of
time?

– How do the number of sub-queries in a federated
query affects the performance of the system?

– How would a change in the query characteristics
affect the performance of the system?

4.4. Trade-off Questions (Alternative Artifact X
Context)

Trade off questions search for the phenomena that
will happen if alternative artifacts interact with the
same context. Trade off questions for alternative linked
data monitoring artifacts can be defined as follows:

– How would the artifact be affected if a different
join algorithm was used?

– How would the artifact be affected if the actor
model was not used?

4.5. Sensitivity Questions (Artifact X Alternative
Context)

Sensitivity questions try to find out how an artifact
is going to behave in different contexts. For the linked
data monitoring artifact they are listed below:

– What happens if the query selectivities change?
– How do the number of sub-queries in a federated

query affects the performance of the system?
– What happens if a query should be answered by a

SPARQL endpoint with no DaDy definition?
– What happens if a query should be answered by a

SPARQL endpoint with no VoID definition?
– What happens if query registration requests get

more frequent?

4.6. Requirements Satisfaction Questions

Requirement satisfaction questions ask whether re-
sults of the interaction between an artifact and a con-
text satisfy the requirements. Satisfaction is not strict
but to some degree. Requirement satisfaction ques-
tions defined for linked data monitoring artifact can be
grouped as follows:

– Does the artifact isolate developers from the de-
tails of linked data monitoring? (What assump-
tions does the artifact make about the linked data
monitoring effort required by the developer?)

– How much time passes between the detection of
a query result change and notification of the reg-
istered applications? Does it satisfy functional re-
quirements?
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– How much time passes between query result
change and change detection? Does it satisfy
functional requirements?

5. Design Cycle

The design cycle of a design science project consists
of three major processes which are problem investiga-
tion, treatment design and treatment validation. Since
the design of the linked data monitoring artifact was
already described and elaborated in the prior sections,
the design will be briefly explained in terms of design
cycle processes in this section.

5.1. Problem Investigation

This process explains which phenomena should be
improved and the reason behind the need for that im-
provement. Problem investigation requires the defini-
tion of the potential stakeholders of the proposed ar-
tifact, their goals to use it, the conceptual framework
of the problem domain, the phenomena present in this
domain and results of applying the proposed artifact to
the problem inducing phenomena in the domain.

Stakeholders who can be affected by the linked
data monitoring artifact are the software developer and
users of the developed software. A software developer
may have the goal to be able to implement code that
monitors required SPARQL queries with the least ef-
fort. Though the end user does not use the artifact di-
rectly, they have the goal to have software that is able
to react to changes in data.

An artifact and its context are composed of some
structures which form the conceptual framework. It
consists of concept definitions named constructs that
explain the structure of context and artifact. Constructs
of conceptual framework fall into two categories that
are architectural and statistical structures which are
described below from the perspective of linked data
query monitoring.

The problem domain for the linked data monitoring
artifact is linked data space. Therefore, architectural
structures of the conceptual framework are:

– linked data space
– SPARQL endpoints
– SPARQL queries
– federated SPARQL queries
– join algorithms
– linked data change dynamics

– DaDy definitions
– pull/push mechanism
– system components implemented with actor model
– cluster dynamics

Statistical structures are variables which can be used
in the definition of phenomena in a treatment. For the
linked data monitoring artifact they are linked data
change dynamics and DaDy definitions of SPARQL
endpoints.

As for the phenomena that pose problems for the
stakeholders in this domain, the need and complex-
ity of creating a new software that is able to monitor
linked data changes and current approaches/solutions
should be discussed.

Data on the linked data space changes rapidly. Ad-
ditionally, a great number of the applications used on
a daily basis are data sensitive. That is, they should be
aware of data changes and react to these changes in
some way depending on their uses. Current approaches
to linked data monitoring are limited to monitoring sin-
gle data sources or dependency on the push mecha-
nisms of data sources. This leaves the responsibility
of combining information coming from different data
sources to the programmer. If a monitoring solution
is not available to the programmer, he/she may have
to use the push mechanism provided by data sources.
However, data push is not mandatory for SPARQL
endpoints. If the programmer has to use an endpoint
that does not support data push, he/she becomes re-
sponsible for periodic data pull from that source too.
Since this requires the programmer to develop soft-
ware in linked data domain which may be different
from the application domain, an extra burden is put on
him. Additionally, because a new task is loaded over
the application, this brings an extra burden to the ap-
plication too. A more detailed discussion of current ap-
proaches to linked data monitoring and the problems
they cause were given in section 7, therefore this dis-
cussion is kept brief in this section.

5.2. Treatment Design

In this section the architecture and implementation
details of MonARCh have been given. The term treat-
ment is used to define a solution for a problem in a
context by designing the right interaction between an
artifact and the problem context.

In order to design a treatment, requirements and as-
sumptions about the context should be defined. The
purpose of the linked data monitoring artifact is to take
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the periodic data monitoring load from the program-
mer and the application he/she develops. Therefore it
should satisfy the following requirements:

– The system should be able to monitor the results
of federated SPARQL queries at the change fre-
quencies of the SPARQL endpoints involved.

– Different client applications should be able to reg-
ister new federated SPARQL queries for monitor-
ing.

– Each query should be able to interact dynamically
with SPARQL endpoints which is a unique fea-
ture of the system.

These requirements make the presence of the follow-
ing context assumptions necessary:

– To define the periodic querying frequency of
the data sources, the DaDy metadata of related
SPARQL endpoints should be present.

– In order to be able to monitor data sources con-
tinuously, there should be no network problems.

– In order to be able to monitor data sources contin-
uously, SPARQL endpoints should be operational
at all the time.

Combination of the requirements, provided that the
context assumptions are present, is expected to con-
tribute to the programmer by isolating herself and her
code from the complexity of linked data monitoring.

Although there are some available similar treat-
ments for this purpose, they do not serve the full func-
tionality planned to be served with the linked data
monitoring artifact. Since these treatments were exam-
ined thoroughly in the related work, here they will not
be examined in detail.

The new treatment design made in this study has the
capabilities of monitoring many queries whose results
come from a diverse set of SPARQL endpoints, and
combining their results as requested in the federated
queries registered by the client applications. This de-
sign isolates the programmer completely from the de-
tails of linked data monitoring tasks.

System is built on top of the Actor model [26, 27],
which has a wide range of implementations mainly
aiming to construct concurrent systems. The monitor-
ing system which is designed to work in the linked data
environment, constantly keeps track of the changes in
SPARQL query results. In order to maintain the scala-
bility and concurrency under such a heavy query work-
load, asynchronous structure of actors is utilised in the
system architecture. Subscribers issue some SPARQL
queries to the monitoring engine about their interest

in order to get notified about possible changes in fu-
ture. Monitoring engine identifies <query,endpoint>
pairs and distributes the execution work over the clus-
ter. Worker actors do the heavy work by scheduling
themselves to execute a query over its relevant end-
point periodically. New query result is compared with
the previous one to find out if there is any change.
SPARQL queries can be both simple or federated, so
that in case of federated detecting the change in their
result may need for the recalculation of the sub results
by performing join operations. For adapting to the dis-
tributed and concurrent nature of the actor model, hash
join technique is chosen for the generation of federated
query results. In the hash-based join method, sub re-
sults are disjoint from each other, therefore join opera-
tion can be operated concurrently. Hash join algorithm
has been implemented based on GRACE [29] and Hy-
brid [15] methods which are designed for parallel mul-
tiprocessor architectures. From the system scalability
point of view, all actors are automatically deployed on
a computer cluster distributed via a modulo-based sim-
ple routing algorithm. System is able to scale up by
adding more resources to a node in the cluster, and
scale out by adding more nodes to the cluster.

Internal architecture of MonARCh is depicted in
Figure-1. There are five actor based components;
Query Distributor, Sub-Query Distributor, Sub-Query
Executor, Parallel Join Manager and Hash Join Per-
former. While Query Distributor, Sub-Query Distrib-
utor and Sub-Query Executor manage the query mon-
itoring flow, they should be persistent and also have
their own regions that control the creation of appro-
priate actor instances and routing messages to them.
On the other hand Parallel Join Manager and Hash
Join Performer are result based components and also
the results may not be the same and can change over
time then these components should not be persistent
and recreated for each join operation. When the sys-
tem receives a query, it is routed to the query distrib-
utor actor via its region (step 1 in Figure-1). Query
Distributor splits the main SPARQL query into sub-
queries if it is federated. Relevant SPARQL endpoints
are assigned for each detected sub-query. Then these
<sub-query, endpoints> pairs are sent to the sub-query
distributor region which delivers messages to the rele-
vant Sub-query Distributor actors (step 2 in Figure-1).
Query Distributor is also responsible for keeping track
of results for the sub-queries that will come from Sub-
Query Distributors. Because these sub-results are then
sent to the Parallel Join Manager to make them joined
into one main result (step 8 and 9 in Figure-1). Simi-
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Fig. 1. Query Monitoring Pipeline of MonARCh

larly when sub-query distributor receives <sub-query,
endpoints> pair as a message, it sends sub-query to
the relevant sub-query executor actor for each endpoint
via the sub-query executor region (step 3 in Figure-
1), then collects and merges the results coming from
them. Finally when the sub-query executor receives a
<sub-query, endpoint> pair as a message it executes
the sub-query against the relevant endpoint. This mod-
ule is the key component which tries to find the change
in the result of a sub-query. For this purpose it sched-
ules itself according to the estimated change interval
of the endpoint to re-execute the query and get the
new result. New result is compared with the old one to
check if there is any change. Once a change has been
detected it is propagated back to the Sub-query Dis-
tributor. Sub-query distributor collects the new results
of its relevant sub-query which may be executed over
different endpoints. It creates a new merged result for
the sub-query and propagates back to the Query Dis-
tributor. When a new (changed) result is received by
the Query Distributor it finds a matching sub result via
a common query variable, then sends two sub results
to the Parallel Join Manager for the join plan. Paral-
lel Join Manager creates hash tables using the Grace

Hash Join algorithm according to a fixed bucket size
for both results. For executing the join operation par-
allely, buckets of the hashmaps are paired according
to keys and each pair is sent to a distinct Hash Join
Performer actor. Simple hash join operation is per-
formed by the Hash Join Performer and the joined re-
sult is sent back to the Parallel Join Manager. Paral-
lel Join Manager collects joined results for all buck-
ets, merges them, generates the final joined result and
sends it back to the Query Distributor. As the last step,
when Query Distributor receives the final result for the
first time or as a change, it sends the result to the is-
suer agent of the main SPARQL query. Source code
of MonARCh is maintained under the following git
repository: https://github.com/seagent/monarch.

Actor system is designed to work as a cluster de-
ployed on computer nodes enabling full scalability.
Akka toolkit is used as the implementation of actor
model on JVM for building the actor based system
architecture and cluster management. A sample clus-
ter structure model built using the Akka cluster shard-
ing feature can be seen in Figure-2. Roots of the clus-
ter sharding architecture of Akka are inspired from
Helland’s[25] work. Cluster has a coordinator actor

https://github.com/seagent/monarch
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Fig. 2. Sample Cluster Structure Model for MonARCh

that directs an incoming message to the relevant node
by communicating them via gossip protocol. Three
critical modules of the system are Query Distributor,
Sub-Query Distributor and Sub-Query Executor actor
regions which have parent-child relationships respec-
tively and control the creation of entity actors & rout-
ing of the messages. Shards are simply groups of ac-
tor instances, named entities residing in regions, there-
fore this structure facilitates moving these entities later
on if needed. The mentioned cluster architecture pro-
vides location transparency for actors, thus there is no
need to know on which node an actor is running. Mes-
sages are just sent to a region in any node, then clus-
ter management takes care of the rest, including load
balancing of actor deployment and message delivery.
Entity actors are shown as letters (some letter with
numbers) with colored circles grouped in shards coded
with a letter S and shard number. Each node of the
cluster has its own shard regions and shards are dis-
tributed over the cluster according to the same logical
region. There are three shard regions named as; Query
Distributor, Sub-Query Distributor and Sub-Query Ex-
ecutor owned by both nodes but managed as the clus-
ter shown in Figure-2. For example; a federated query
coded with letter B and represented as a blue circle re-
sides in the Query Distributor shard region of Node-
2. Its sub-queries with relevant endpoints are coded
with the same letter and a query number as B1, B2 and
B3 represented as green circles residing in Sub-Query
Distributor shard region. While entities are logically in
the same region they can be located in different nodes.

For example; B2 is in Node-1 and B1, B3 are in Node-
2. Similarly sub-queries with their relevant endpoints
are coded with the same sub-query code, a dot and an
endpoint number as B1.1, B1.2, B2.1 and B2.3 resid-
ing in the Sub-Query Executor shard region. Parallel
Join Manager and Hash Join Performer actors are not
managed by cluster, so they exist in the same node with
their parent actors. Because both are join relevant ac-
tors and a join operation with the same two results is
executed only once and never used again, these actors
are destroyed after the join operation has been com-
pleted. Parallel Join Manager is created by Query Dis-
tributor and Hash Join Performer is created by Parallel
Join Manager actors.

5.3. Treatment Validation

Treatment validation is the justification that a treat-
ment developed would contribute to stakeholder goals
[54]. Justification requires predicting how the designed
artifact will behave in a predefined context. Therefore,
an analogical model of the artifact and a model of the
context are needed to be defined. The next step is ob-
serving the interaction of the artifact and environment
models, thus an empirical study should be conducted.
And also discussion about treatment validation is left
to section 6 where the empirical cycle is examined.
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6. Empirical Cycle

Evaluation of a research project is named as the
empirical cycle in design science methodology. While
validating a proposed architecture, the empirical cycle
guides researchers by providing incremental and itera-
tive steps to form and consolidate the evaluation. Em-
pirical cycle requires identification of the “Research
context” first, and it consists of five steps which are;
“Research problem analysis”, “Research and infer-
ence design”, “Validation of research and inference
design”, “Research execution” and “Data analysis”
respectively.

There are two main approaches to empirical cy-
cle implementation namely experimental and observa-
tional studies. Researchers are expected to select the
approach they will follow according to the characteris-
tics of their research.

The research conducted in this study is experimen-
tal. Experimental research is further classified into
case based and sample based research. Since the pro-
posed linked data monitoring architecture should be
constructed to be validated and there is not a sample
present to be observed, this study can be further clas-
sified as case based research.

Case based research can be done following one of
the three techniques which are single-case experiment,
comparative-cases experiment and technical action re-
search. Single-case mechanism experiments are rec-
ommended for validation research. Since the aim of
the empirical cycle of this research is validation of
the model proposed for linked data monitoring, single-
case experiment technique (SCME) has been chosen.

In this section, steps of the validation study which
is done in accordance with single-case mechanism ex-
periment technique will be discussed.

6.1. Research Context

Research context is identified by defining the knowl-
edge goal, improvement goal and current knowledge
about the research being conducted.

The knowledge goal of single-case mechanism ex-
periments used in validation studies is validating a new
technology. In this case, the knowledge goal is “val-
idating abstract architecture of the query monitoring
system”.

When specifying the improvement goals of single-
case mechanism experiments, credible application sce-
narios for project results are searched for [54]. An-
other point-of-view for specifying improvement goals

is defining the goal of the engineering effort intended
to solve a specific problem [54]. From both points of
view, the improvement goal for this SCME can be de-
fined as “improving linked data change monitoring ca-
pability of applications”.

Current knowledge of a problem context is defined
as the related work in the literature relevant to the
study being conducted. The literature about the sys-
tems based on “publish/subscribe, pull-based, push-
based and pull/push-based architecture” which was
given in Section 7 in detail constitutes the current body
of knowledge. Conducted research contributes to the
literature by introducing a federated SPARQL query
monitoring system which notifies client applications
about changes in a linked data environment as fast as
possible.

6.2. Research Problem Analysis

In validation research the object of study is the treat-
ment which includes the artifact being examined and
its context. A research problem is analyzed by defin-
ing the conceptual framework of this treatment, knowl-
edge questions about the performance of the artifact
in this treatment, and the potential artifact population
represented by this particular artifact.

The conceptual framework and knowledge ques-
tions about the linked data monitoring artifact have
been given in sections 5.1 and 4 respectively. Hence,
they are not discussed here again.

A population can be defined as a group of objects
that satisfy a population predicate. A population pred-
icate is the generalization and abstraction of all pop-
ulation elements in some respect(s). More specifically
a population is all possible implementations of the
artifact-context pairs. Thus, the population in this re-
search is “federated query monitoring systems based
on the actor model which use parallel join algorithms
and notify client applications on any change”. The el-
ements of this population can be similar and dissimilar
to each other in following ways:

– Actor framework used in the system (Akka, Er-
lang4, etc.)

– Parallel join algorithm used in the system (Hash
join, sort-merge join, etc.)

4https://www.erlang.org

https://www.erlang.org
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6.3. Research Design and Validation

A Single-case mechanism experiment requires con-
struction of a validation model which includes a rep-
resentative sample of the proposed artifact model and
the foreseen context for it. After that these two com-
ponents are observed while interacting with each other
which is called the treatment phase. During the treat-
ment phase measurements are taken, so that inferences
can be made from the acquired data.

6.3.1. Constructing the Validation Model
In validation research, the object of study corre-

sponds to a validation model which includes a proto-
type of the artifact and a model of the context.

Object of this study is singular, since the valida-
tion method chosen is a single-case mechanism experi-
ment. The object of study includes the actor based arti-
fact and its context whose models have been examined
in Section 5. This artifact has two main workflows.
One of them is responsible for the execution of queries
and observation of the changes, the other one is re-
sponsible for collecting the sub-results and performing
the join operations to produce the main result. To take
advantage of the parallel, distributed and scalable ar-
chitecture of the actor model, which the artifact is built
upon, a parallel hash join algorithm has been used.
The context in which the artifact is intended to oper-
ate is composed of; SPARQL endpoints, clients who
issue query monitoring requests, RDF triple stores in
which the datasets persist, linked data change dynam-
ics which issue updates to rdf triple stores of datasets
and a key-value store to keep statistics about the sys-
tem. After gathering the necessary data for valida-
tion research, abductive and analogical inferences have
been used (as indicated in the single case mechanism
experiment method) to show the validity of the OoS.
This work can be seen as a guide for studies that will
use similar architectural design.

6.3.2. Constructing the Sample
The prototype, which is a member of the potential

artifact population it represents, has been implemented
using the Akka actor system and a parallel hash join al-
gorithm on a two node cluster. Each node on the clus-
ter has Intel Xeon E5 2620 v4 (8 core - 16 thread) pro-
cessor, 32 GB RDIMM RAM, 1.8 TB 15K SAS Disk
with RAID 5 configuration and Ubuntu 18.04 operat-
ing system installed on.

Akka toolkit which is an actor model implementa-
tion on JVM has a cluster sharding feature letting the
system to work as a cluster on multiple nodes (comput-

ers) and provides location transparency for actors en-
abling easy access to them. Therefore the actor system
can make use of multiple JVMs running on different
nodes.

To enhance the scalability and support the query
monitoring feature; grace hash join algorithm, which
is an efficient parallel join implementation in the
database literature has been implemented.

The artifact context has been sampled as a closed
world in the financial domain, which is not open to
any outside influences. Two nodes in the cluster have
Virtuoso5[18, 19] RDF servers installed and running
on them that serve as the SPARQL endpoints for DB-
Pedia, Nytimes and Stock datasets. Each cluster node
has been configured to keep its statistics into log file.
Redis6 key value store has been installed on the third
node for ensuring the actor system is working properly.
Queries are issued to the system via a separate client
actor system running on a distinct fourth node.

After the construction of the OoS, analytical induc-
tion strategy has been used to prove that the designed
architecture is able to monitor linked data changes in
a scalable manner by executing the planned treatment
(case). The treatment prepared for this study is dis-
cussed in the next section.

In order to apply analytical induction, a strategy
should be chosen from the two options that designing
confirming cases and disconfirming cases. Confirming
cases prove reproducibility of similar samplings under
similar conditions and disconfirming cases show the
limitations and conditions that such a sampling cannot
be produced anymore. For this study, designing con-
firming cases strategy has been chosen, since the main
aim is to prove that this scalable artifact design may
be used when there is such a need to monitor periodic
changes of linked data coming from multiple sources.
On the other hand, during the experimental studies two
disconfirming cases have been encountered too. In this
case, queries could no longer be processed and result
change notifications could not be made since the akka
cluster, which the prototype was built upon stopped
working properly.

Finally, to be able to support abductive and analogic
inferences on the data that can be gathered during the
experiments, the prototype is designed to log the data
related to metrics like query processing time, change
notification time, CPU and memory usage into log file.

5https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com
6https://redis.io

https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com
https://redis.io
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6.3.3. Treatment Design
Validation models are tested against scenarios named

treatments. In other words treatments are used to vali-
date an artifact in a simulated context. For constructing
scenarios, treatment instruments (components) must
be identified first.

The scenario used in this study uses the SPARQL
query template shown in Listing-1 to monitor the
changes in the stock value and Nytimes article count
data of different companies. While Dbpedia dataset
holds general information about the companies in-
cluding link predicates to their Nytimes conjugate re-
sources, Nytimes dataset has article count, and Stock
dataset keeps the stock value of these companies. To
construct this scenario, local copies of Dbpedia, Ny-
times and Stock datasets are replicated and SPARQL
endpoints are created separately. For creating the pe-
riodic changes in these datasets, Nytimes and Stock
datasets should be updated periodically and continu-
ously by two programs with different periods. More-
over, to keep statistical data about the actor and query
counts, measurements of the Akka cluster should be
recorded. Finally, to implement this treatment it is re-
quired to create users, which are represented by Akka
actors, that register their raw SPARQL queries into the
prototype cluster and want to be notified about changes
in the results of these queries.

When the requirements given above have been taken
into consideration, the need for the following treatment
instruments would become apparent: local datasets and
SPARQL endpoints for Dbpedia, Nytimes and Stock
data created on local Virtuoso instances that run on
separate nodes, two updater programs for updating the
Nytimes and Stock datasets periodically that run on a
different node, Akka actors representing clients of the
prototype, and finally Redis key value store for record-
ing observational data.

PREFIX owl : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #>
PREFIX n y t i m e s : < h t t p : / / d a t a . n y t i m e s . com / e l e m e n t s / >
PREFIX s t o c k m a r k e t : < h t t p : / / s t o c k m a r k e t . com / e l e m e n t s / >
SELECT ∗ WHERE {

<companyURI> owl : sameAs ? nytCompany .
? nytCompany n y t i m e s : a s s o c i a t e d _ a r t i c l e _ c o u n t ? a r t i c l e C o u n t .
? nytCompany s t o c k m a r k e t : s t o c k V a l u e ? s t o c k V a l u e .

}

Listing 1: Raw SPARQL Query Template for System
Evaluation

Datasets for this treatment have been taken from the
FedBench suite [47], except for the Stock dataset
which has been created for this study. However, there
are only 500+ companies that satisfy the requirements

of the query in Listing-1, it is not enough to test the
boundaries of the system in terms of scalability for this
setting. Therefore, artificial data about companies will
incrementally be inserted into the datasets until reach-
ing to the limit of the system for experimental pur-
poses.

PREFIX owl : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl \ #>
PREFIX n y t i m e s : < h t t p : / / d a t a . n y t i m e s . com / e l e m e n t s / >
PREFIX s t o c k m a r k e t : < h t t p : / / s t o c k m a r k e t . com / e l e m e n t s / >
SELECT ∗ WHERE {

SERVICE < d b p e d i a S e r v i c e E n d o i n t U R I > {
<companyURI> owl : sameAs ? nytCompany .

}
SERVICE < n y t i m e s S e r v i c e E n d o i n t U R I > {

? nytCompany n y t i m e s : a s s o c i a t e d _ a r t i c l e _ c o u n t ? a r t i c l e C o u n t .
}
SERVICE < s t o c k S e r v i c e E n d o i n t U R I > {

? nytCompany s t o c k m a r k e t : s t o c k V a l u e ? s t o c k V a l u e .
}

}

Listing 2: Federated SPARQL Query Template for
System Evaluation

The SPARQL query given in Listing-1 is converted
into the federated query seen in Listing-2 by means
of the SPARQL query federator engine present in the
prototype architecture. In the scenario, a high number
of queries are planned to be registered to the system
which are all instances of the single scenario shown in
Listing-2. For each query a separate actor is responsi-
ble to register it to the system. Scaling the system up
to handle a big number of queries for this treatment is
considered to validate the artifact model.

As for the schedule of registering new queries to the
system, the set of all possible queries should not be
sent at once but fragmentally. Since actors in the ac-
tor system are threads and do some sort of work us-
ing CPU and memory resources they need to release
these resources after a timestamp passed, for allocating
them new actors to use. For the sake of the treatment a
schedule should be specified by empirically as trying
to split the query set into fragments with a processing
delay cost.

6.3.4. Measurement Design
For validating the object of study, results of the re-

search execution is required to be measured. In this
context, the following variables and constructs should
be measured:

– Total query count system can monitor
– Total actor count system can have
– Relationship between query count and actor count
– Max query count that can be registered at once
– Max actor count system can have per unit of time
– Max result size system can have per unit of time
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– Total result size system can have
– Max memory usage of the system
– Average memory usage of the system
– Maximum CPU usage of the system
– Average CPU usage of the system
– Max query processing time
– Average query processing time
– Max change notification time
– Average change notification time

To be able to measure these variables and constructs,
data sources should be identified from which these
measurements can be taken. Following are the means
by which the measurement data given above can be ac-
quired:

– accessing to Redis store instance
– analyzing Actor system logs
– mathematically calculating result size

To store and serve the acquired data the following com-
ponents have been added to the system:

– A Redis instance that is deployed as a server for
storing and managing measured actor and query
counts.

– A middleware actor component that stores query
and actor counts into Redis store.

– A middleware actor component that retrieves
CPU and memory usage using sigar-loader utility
of kamon-io library.

– Logger components of the actor system.
– Federated and sub SPARQL query instances

which are used to calculate result size.

The frequency of data probing is important. So, the
following measurement steps have been defined:

– A query load consists of a group of SPARQL
queries that will be sent to the system within a
time interval.

– System will handle a number of query loads until
it reaches current maximum company count.

– Actor system logs will be analyzed after some
sort of time when query registration ends.

6.4. Inference Design and Validation

There are three steps for making valid inferences
from single case mechanism experiments which are
description, architectural explanation, and generaliza-
tion by analogy [54]. In this section inference design
of the experiment at each step will be discussed.

6.4.1. Descriptive Inference Design
There are three aspects to descriptive inference de-

sign: defining the way words and images should be in-
terpreted, planning the way data obtained during ex-
periments can be summarized, and ensuring the valid-
ity of descriptive expressions used [54]. Each will be
discussed in the subsections.

I. Interpretations of The Terms Used
Some technical terms used in the paper that may

cause confusion are explained in Table-1.

II. Validity of Data Acquisition, Summarization and In-
terpretation

One of the main requirements for the validity of data
used in descriptive inference is the purity of data. By
purity it is meant that the data should be free of infor-
mation that can be added by the researcher by means of
the observations or the previously gained knowledge
[54].

In order to ensure this purity, uncommented data
coming directly from the system is given in section
6.6.1. The number of monitored actors and queries
taken directly from the running Akka cluster instance
are recorded to the Redis store. When the system
reaches monitoring its query and data set count limit,
the experiment is concluded. Meantime, the memory
and CPU processes used by the monitoring system,
amount of query processing time and change notifica-
tion time have been retrieved from the operating sys-
tem logs. While a single result size is known, total re-
sult sizes can be calculated statically.

As for the validity of tables and graphs, only the
recorded data has been plotted and given without any
further comments or calculations. This enhances the
reproducibility of the results and interpretations.

6.4.2. Abductive Inference Design
Abductive inference looks for architectural cause-

effect explorations for the observed phenomena. In or-
der to ensure the internal validity of the abductive in-
ference, design science methodology defines a check-
list under the three main headings causal inference, ar-
chitectural inference and rational inference [54]. While
rational inference is related to people and feedback, it
will not be emphasized in this study.

I. Checking the Validity of Causal Inference
In order to ensure the validity of causal inference

there are four main points that need to pay attention to
[54]: OoS dynamics, treatment control, treatment in-
strument validity, and measurement influence.
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Table 1
Interpretations of The Terms Used

Term Interpretation

Query In this paper, the term query is used to mean a federated SPARQL query. A federated SPARQL query
consists of more than one basic SPARQL query, each aimed at a different SPARQL endpoint. The result of
a federated SPARQL query is obtained by combining the results that come for each of these basic queries.

Sub-query It is used to mean individual basic queries that retrieve data from a single SPARQL endpoint and constitute
a federated SPARQL query.

Endpoint This term may be used instead of SPARQL endpoint.

Dataset It is used to mean an RDF dataset which is stored on an RDF triple store and open to SPARQL queries sent
through the SPARQL endpoint it is connected to.

RDFStore This term is used to denote a graph database for storage and retrieval of RDF triples through semantic
search.

Query Federation Engine This is used to denote an RDF query federator that parses raw SPARQL queries, selects the data sources
related with each of the sub-queries, optimizes them and converts them into federated queries.

Actor In this study, the term actor represents Akka actors7 which are defined as objects that encapsulate state and
behavior, communicate by exchanging messages which are put directly into the recipient’s mailbox.

Cluster It is used as a term to denote computers that are connected to each other under a common control mechanism
and perform the same task.

In this study, since there is only one prototype of
the proposed artifact, OoS interaction which can also
affect the inference is not possible. When it comes
to treatment control, the experimental setup is closed
to any interaction coming from outside. Additionally,
since the experiment runs on its own without any inter-
vention once started, there is no other risk about treat-
ment control.

As for the treatment instrument validity, when run
on more powerful computers with higher memory and
processor capacities or on a cloud environment, bet-
ter results may be obtained. Finally, measurement does
not interfere with the inner mechanism of the artifact.
However, since the processes that take and record mea-
surements run on the same environment as the arti-
fact itself, it may degrade the system performance to a
small degree.

II. Checking the Validity of Architectural Inference
To ensure the validity of architectural inference all

architectural elements and their interactions present in
the treatment design have been specified, including the
ones in the architectural analysis.

According to design science methodology, the real
world case components should completely match the
architectural components. All architectural compo-
nents in the prototype can be used while developing
a real life instance of the design. For instance, Akka
matches with the actor system component, and Virtu-
oso SPARQL endpoints match with the SPARQL end-
point component of the context the artifact should op-
erate in.

In the conducted experiment, the same federated
SPARQL query pattern for different companies has
been used. Though the abstractions used in the experi-
ment match real world cases, the only exception is the
usage of this query pattern. In real world cases many
different kinds of query patterns can be monitored us-
ing the artifact architecture proposed. However, since
the aim of the experiment is to test the performance of
the system, this basic query pattern which also serves
as a unit for measuring the performance of the proto-
type has been preferred.

6.4.3. Analogic Inference Design
A validation model can be generalized to the pop-

ulation it represents if it is able to support valid ana-
logic inference. To decide if the analogic inference to
be done is valid, researchers should be certain that the
OoS is similar enough to the population it represents
[54].

In this case, since the implemented architecture and
its components are suitable for use in a real life im-
plementation, it can be said that the OoS represents
the population of the artifact design properly. How-
ever, there are three details that may not match real life
cases.

First one is the query pattern used during the experi-
ment. In a real case, many different query patterns that
require querying many different SPARQL endpoints
are expected to be seen. In the designed experimental
case, the all tested queries share the same pattern and
are replied using the same SPARQL endpoints. How-
ever, as stated before this setting was chosen in order
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to see the performance limits of the prototype better. If
a heterogeneous set of query patterns have been used,
it would be hard to visualize the limits of the OoS. This
experimental query pattern is used as a unit of perfor-
mance.

Second detail of the OoS that may not match real
life cases is the configurations of the computers used.
In a real life case much more powerful machines or a
cloud is expected to be used which will enhance the
performance.

The last detail is the change frequencies of the data
on the SPARQL endpoints. In the implemented treat-
ment, change frequencies of 2f changes per hour for
Stock dataset and f changes per hour for Nytimes
dataset have been used. In real cases, the frequency
of change is much lower [24]. Therefore, in a real
life case higher numbers of queries are expected to be
monitored, since the system will have to monitor the
SPARQL endpoints in longer time intervals.

As a result, it can be said that the analogical infer-
ences made at the end of the experiment are valid.

6.5. Research Execution

After the research has been designed, it is executed
and the findings are recorded. Even if some unplanned
events or behaviours occur during research steps ev-
erything relevant with data analysis should be noted.

Object of study is constructed as an actor based
SPARQL query monitoring architecture designed to
monitor SPARQL queries to be executed over ser-
vice endpoints of RDF datasets. In order to achieve
a distributed and parallel implementation there are
some choices like Java threads, map reduce jobs,
stream processors, and actors. In this study, the actor
model has been chosen among them to build a query
monitoring prototype for the object of study. Among
the data/service pairs like JSON/REST-Service and
Tuple/Database-Service etc., RDF/SPARQL-Endpoint
pair has been selected as context for the object of study.
Constructed object of study has the same architecture
as the designed one.

Since the research method in this study is SCME,
only one sample has been constructed by implement-
ing proposed architecture with Akka toolkit and load-
ing Dbpedia, Nytimes and Stock datasets over separate
Virtuoso service endpoints. During the early imple-
mentation of a scalable actor based query monitoring
architecture, scalability has been tried to be handled by
implementing a separate middleware other than cluster
sharding. The middleware was responsible for deploy-

ing new actors on discrete nodes by using the remot-
ing feature of Akka and checks if a node has reached
its actor limit or not. Actor count was a static num-
ber and its purpose was that middleware to raise the
load of one node first then jump into another one when
predecessors are overloaded. The middleware stores
actor counts of nodes and actor references into Re-
dis store, but this leads all the management load to be
shifted to a single component which causes a bottle-
neck. Furthermore a narrow scalability approach man-
aged through only a static actor count neither moni-
toring resource usage of nodes nor using a distribu-
tion algorithm restricts the full capability and flexibil-
ity of the actor model. Therefore it is decided to use
the cluster sharding feature of Akka which provides
location transparency for actors, manages their distri-
bution and deployment by own. While the aim is to
monitor queries, query results are sent between actors
as messages. Size of some results may be too large,
thus it can be hard to serialize and send through ac-
tors running on different nodes with TCP communi-
cation. For this reason UDP messaging configuration
has been used which suits better for time-sensitive ap-
plications and is able to transmit larger messages eas-
ily. A two-noded Akka cluster has been set up with
CPU parallelism and UDP messaging features. From
the context point of view, Virtuoso services have been
deployed with Docker8[37] configuration on three sep-
arate nodes where the cluster has been built upon. Each
dataset has been served through separate endpoints and
nodes. Stock and Nytimes services which are updated
periodically are running on two cluster nodes. While
Dbpedia dataset is not updated, it has been deployed
on the same node with the client application from
which query registration request comes from. To make
changes on Stock and Nytimes datasets, two updater
programs have been configured to run continuously as
Java threads on JVM. Queries issued by the clients
are transmitted to the Akka cluster from a client actor
system through cluster client receptionist property of
Akka. Updater programs, Redis server and client sys-
tem have been set up and run on the same machine dif-
ferent from Akka cluster nodes. By this way the query
load of the cluster is not affected by any other third
party programs or services.

The designed treatment has been executed against
the constructed sample as planned. Therefore, a client
actor system has been implemented for sending queries

8https://www.docker.com

https://www.docker.com
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to the actor cluster. Unique raw queries have been con-
structed for each virtual company URI according to the
template in Listing-1 and they are converted into fed-
erated queries using WoDQA[4] federated SPARQL
query engine. Each federated SPARQL query is sent
to the cluster by a distinct client actor via the cluster
client receptionist feature of Akka. When too many
queries are sent at once, a bottleneck occurs because
there will be too many big sized messages trying to
be sent through network and trying to be processed
at once. If an actor tries to send a message, it waits
for UDP driver to be available and to complete trans-
mitting all packages of this message. Therefore when
UDP driver is not available for a long time while wait-
ing to process remaining messages because of the cur-
rent transmission load, the actor system shuts itself
down. Thus queries need to be sent in subsets with a
delay by providing sufficient time for messages to be
transmitted through network to the destination actors
and by letting actors to do their jobs and release oper-
ating system resources.

In order to test the upper limits of MonARCh, RDF
resource data and linksets of virtual companies have
been generated and inserted into the datasets by a num-
ber of 500 via the artificial data generator module of
the dataset updater. Evaluation has been performed it-
eratively after each data insertion for new number of
companies, until system reaches its monitoring bound-
ary. A unique federated query has been generated for
each company in the stock dataset of current state.
For this reason throughout each phase of evaluation,
same number of federated queries have been sent with
the current company size. Until the company number
reaches 2500, queries have been sent with 20 percent
groups of total query count with 1 minute delay be-
tween each query group. That makes Stock dataset up-
dater to run every 5 minutes and Nytimes dataset up-
dater to run every 10 minutes. After 3000 company
which forces the upper boundary of the system, queries
are needed to be sent with 10 percent groups of to-
tal query count with the same 1 minute delay. Conse-
quently Stock dataset updater runs every 10 minutes
and Nytimes dataset updater runs every 20 minutes.
Source code of the dataset updater can be accessed via
the following URL:
https://github.com/seagent/datasetupdater.

Data sources and measurement instruments are the
same as ones in measurement design. After some
heuristically executed tests, measurement dynamics
have finally been defined as follows:

– Evaluation has been performed iterative and in-
crementally according to company count.

– Before each iteration, 500 new artificially created
company data and necessary links between the re-
lated datasets have been inserted.

– When company size 6 2500 a query load of %10
number of companies and when
company size > 3000 a query load of %5 num-
ber of companies have been sent to the system
every minute until system reaches the number of
queries same with the company size.

– System metrics such as query execution and no-
tification times, CPU and Memory usages have
been collected from actor system logs for each
node.

6.6. Data Analysis

In this section firstly unprocessed data will be given
in the section 6.6.1. After that, the behavior of the sys-
tem will be analyzed in the light of this raw data in sec-
tion 6.6.2. In section 6.6.3 the findings will be general-
ized to the target system population using analogic rea-
soning. Finally, knowledge questions which are used
as a guidance during the study will be answered in sec-
tion 6.6.4.

6.6.1. Descriptions
There are 3 sub-queries in each federated query reg-

istered to the system which can be shown at Listing-3,
Listing-4, Listing-5.

PREFIX owl : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #>
SELECT ∗ WHERE {

<companyURI> owl : sameAs ? nytCompany .
}

Listing 3: Sub-Query of Dbpedia Endpoint

PREFIX n y t i m e s : < h t t p : / / d a t a . n y t i m e s . com / e l e m e n t s / >
SELECT ∗ WHERE {

? nytCompany n y t i m e s : a s s o c i a t e d _ a r t i c l e _ c o u n t ? a r t i c l e C o u n t .
}

Listing 4: Sub-Query of NyTimes Endpoint

PREFIX s t o c k m a r k e t : < h t t p : / / s t o c k m a r k e t . com / e l e m e n t s / >
SELECT ∗ WHERE {

? nytCompany s t o c k m a r k e t : s t o c k V a l u e ? s t o c k V a l u e .
}

Listing 5: Sub-Query of Stock Endpoint

https://github.com/seagent/datasetupdater
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According to designed measurement, treatment has
been executed and results have been collected. Values
of variables and constructs for actor system are listed
in Table-2. For each company;
(10000+2×company_size) tuples per federated query
are received as result. System can monitor up to 3000
queries and has failed when company and query size
is 3500. Per federated query there are at least 3 query
actors permanently executing query, monitoring result
change and creating temporary actors for performing
join operation to produce final result. While the split
count is 100 for producing a bucket map, the tempo-
rary actor count responsible for one join operation will
be 100 at most. On the other hand if the sub-query
count is n, (n − 1) join operations are required to be
done at most. Thus for the applied treatment, there will
be (3−1)×100 = 2×100 = 200 temporary actors at
most. There are 3 permanent and 200 temporary totally
203 actors created.

On the other hand CPU and Memory system re-
sources used by MonARCh have been monitored and
logged by a middleware actor component named Met-
ricsListener. Kamon9 is a comprehensive monitoring
library that works fully integrated with Akka. More-
over it can work with monitoring systems and time se-
ries databases such as Prometheus10 and InfluxDB11,
thus enabling any actor and even non-actor system to
be monitored live in detail. In this study since only
metrics that CPU and Memory usage ratios are needed
to be monitored for now, sigar-loader12 extension of
Kamon library satisfies this requirement. But in fu-
ture work system can be extended to use all features
of Kamon library enabling actor system level monitor-
ing. Metrics monitored by MetricsListener are listed
in Table-3 for each iteration of evaluation according
to company count per cluster node. Moreover average
query execution times for the first notification and re-
sult notification times after the detection of changes
have been calculated and listed in Table-3. Results
shown in Table-2 and Table-3 have been calculated
by analyzing log files for each iteration of evaluation.
Source code of the log analyzer which performs ana-
lyzing the log files can be accessed via the following
repository:
https://github.com/seagent/loganalyzer. All log files
which belong to each evaluation step and average &

9https://kamon.io
10https://prometheus.io
11https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb-overview
12https://github.com/kamon-io/sigar-loader

maximum values of results calculated by the log ana-
lyzer have been hosted under:
resources/MonARCh-Evaluation-Results folder in the
log analyzer source code.

DaDy change frequency metadata of the local end-
points used in the conducted experiment is defined in
Table-4.

6.6.2. Explanations
As can be seen from the measurements listed in

Table-2 MonARCh can handle up to 3000 queries with
3000 companies at most. In this setting while result
size per federated query is 16000 tuples, this is the
maximum result size can be processed properly with-
out system breakdown. For the setting with 3500 com-
panies when result size of a federated query becomes
17000 tuples, transmission time of a single-result-
containing message gets longer. Thus actors have to
wait for message packages to be completed which are
transmitted via Aeron artery UDP messaging driver
used by Akka. When too many actors try to send big
messages to each other, waiting time also gets longer
and this can lead artery driver to time out and the rel-
evant cluster node to shut down. Increasing the driver
time out may temporarily solve this problem.

On the other hand because memory capacity of clus-
ter nodes is 32 GB, each actor system in the cluster
can work with up to 30 GB of heap memory. Therefore
when total result size is taken into account, system can
reach its maximum result capacity as 48 million tu-
ples in 3000 dataset company size setting. Monitoring
more queries for more dataset yields also to bring more
load into one of the cluster nodes. As listed in Table-3,
Node-2 is working under its maximum heap memory
load as 23.78 GB (with avg 19.28 GB) and maximum
CPU load as 14.18 threads (with average 2.39 threads).
When the number of companies in datasets becomes
3500, system reaches to a result size of 59.5 million
tuples and Node-2 starts to be overloaded under max-
imum heap memory load as 24.81 GB(with avg 19.22
GB) and maximum CPU load as 15.9 threads (with av-
erage 5.71 threads). After some time the overloaded
node (Node-2 here) does not fulfill its responsibilities
as being a part of the cluster and causes the cluster to
break down.

In Figure-3 and Figure-4 average memory usage
and maximum memory usage trends are shown respec-
tively. These two metrics are too close to each other
meaning that the system is consuming big amount of
memory in general. After doing too much memory in-
tensive tasks, cluster nodes reach the limits and unable

https://github.com/seagent/loganalyzer
https://kamon.io
https://prometheus.io
https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb-overview
https://github.com/kamon-io/sigar-loader
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Table 2
Measurement Results of Actor System

Total Company and
Query Count

Result Size per
Federated Query

Actor Count per
Federated Query

Max Query Count
per min

Max Actor Count
per min

Max Result Size
per min

Total Result Size

500 11000 203 100 20300 1.1M 5.5M

1000 12000 203 200 40600 2.4M 12M

1500 13000 203 300 60900 3.9M 19.5M

2000 14000 203 400 81200 5.6M 28M

2500 15000 203 500 101500 7.5M 37.5M

3000 16000 203 300 60900 4.8M 48M

3500 17000 203 350 71050 5.95M 59.5M

Table 3
Measurement Results of System Performance for Cluster Nodes

Company Count Node
Avg Query

Processing Time
(secs)

Avg Change
Notification
Time (secs)

Max Memory
Usage (GB)

Avg Memory
Usage (GB)

Max CPU
Usage

(threads)

Avg CPU
Usage

(threads)

500 1 8.45 5.26 6.49 4.45 5.01 1.37

500 2 5.25 3.14 2.84 2.15 7.92 1.59

1000 1 22.83 12.2 9.89 7.30 7.62 2.25

1000 2 12.36 7.02 5.41 3.66 10.75 2.52

1500 1 27.27 12.87 7.33 4.76 12.18 2.44

1500 2 29.95 21.54 12.52 10.19 9.08 2.52

2000 1 62.74 31.41 18.57 12.92 15.18 3.77

2000 2 69.28 20.88 9.55 7.05 14.49 2.83

2500 1 92.12 36.75 22.22 16.37 14.27 4.87

2500 2 69.88 25.09 13.31 9.49 20.49 4.50

3000 1 42.36 15.9 14.94 8.63 9.79 2.16

3000 2 44.37 24.49 23.78 19.28 14.18 2.39

3500 1 56.97 58.22 16.06 11.27 11.13 2.49

3500 2 61.22 136.36 24.81 19.22 15.90 5.71

Table 4
Dataset Endpoint Change Frequencies

Dataset Endpoint Frequency Explanation

Dbpedia NoUpdate Data never changes
NyTimes MidFrequentUpdates Data changes from one

a week to a couple of
months

Stock HighFrequentUpdates Data changes once a
day or more frequent

to fulfill their duties. Average CPU usage and maxi-
mum CPU usage trends are also shown in figure-5 and
figure-6 respectively. According to that, average CPU
usage is low when compared to maximum CPU us-
age which means system has temporary CPU intensive
tasks and mostly work under meaningful CPU loads.
That shows the lacking and mostly consumed system
resource is the memory.

Figure-7 shows average query processing times of
all queries for the registration and first query execution

Fig. 3. Average Memory Usage of Cluster Nodes

including distribution & execution times of all sub-
queries and join operation times of sub results. Change
notification times for all queries are also shown in
Figure-8 which spans only join operation times of sub
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Fig. 4. Max Memory Usage of Cluster Nodes

Fig. 5. Average CPU Usage of Cluster Nodes

Fig. 6. Max CPU Usage of Cluster Nodes

results. Query processing operation takes longer than
the notification of change and consumes more system
resources, thus it can be deduced that the system has
its maximum resource usages during the query regis-
tration process for the first time. According to Figure-8
on the dataset size of 3500, average change notification
time of cluster especially for Node-2 has been drasti-
cally increased, which means system has no longer to
notify changes in meaningful periods.

Fig. 7. Average Query Processing Times of Cluster Nodes

Fig. 8. Average Change Notification Times of Cluster Nodes

6.6.3. Analogic Generalizations
Evaluation results show that MonARCh can easily

operate in real life cases even with the system setting
built in the use case scenario. Moreover if the mem-
ory boundary of the system is expanded and the size
of messages sent through network gets smaller, sys-
tem performance will obviously become much better.
Moreover, there are three aspects that the designed sys-
tem may not generalize exactly to real life cases.

First, as stated above, for the use case scenario sys-
tem is pressured under a heavy bursty query load in
order to fit into the high change frequency. But the
expected change frequency of real world datasets are
much lower. Even the dataset with the highest change
frequency is expected to change a few times a day ac-
cording to the DaDy specification [24]. Therefore the
system is expected to be in a moderate query monitor-
ing load enabling Artery driver be requested by mes-
saging actors much lower which disables waiting time
caused by big messages and enables cluster to main-
tain its functionalities properly.

Second, it can be easily foreseen that a real life im-
plementation of the artifact will have many different
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queries with different complexities that require a di-
verse set of SPARQL endpoints to be queried. In the
designed treatment a single query pattern with only
three SPARQL endpoints is used to evaluate the sys-
tem properly. Since SPARQL endpoints are part of
the context the artifact operates in, this will not bring
additional load on the system. Only if the queries to
be monitored gets too complex including more than
two constantly changing sub-queries, the number of
queries that can be monitored may get lower. How-
ever, even if the number of queries that are to be moni-
tored gets lower, it is expected that the number of sub-
queries to stay approximately the same.

Lastly, the designed architecture assumes the pres-
ence of DaDy metadata to be present for each of the
datasets queried. If that data is not present, it may be
necessary to query the datasets at the highest frequency
defined in the DaDy specification. This may, in turn,
degrade the system performance.

6.6.4. Answers to Knowledge Questions
I. Answers to Descriptive Questions

In section 6.6.1 all descriptive questions have been
answered except two questions.

The first one asks the pros and cons of the join al-
gorithm used in the system. In the implemented sys-
tem, a hash join algorithm called grace join has been
used to produce the main result by using intermedi-
ate results. Grace hash join splits intermediate results
into much smaller buckets according to a mathemati-
cal function to produce a hash map and makes use of
concurrency to join buckets sharing the same key si-
multaneously. Thus dividing a big join operation into
smaller jobs and using all cores and processing power
of the CPU reduce the join time in many cases. This
method fits well to the system architecture based on
the actor model. On the other hand when intermediate
results are too big to fit into the memory and skewed,
hash join performance starts to drop because of the join
operation cost. For this scenario bind join makes much
more sense because it binds one intermediate result of
a sub-query into another one for narrowing intermedi-
ate result space.

The other question seeks for answer to how do the
number of sub-queries in a federated query affects the
performance of the system?

Federated queries are composed of sub-queries each
related to one or more SPARQL endpoints. Sub-
queries mostly share some query variables to tie with
each other. Results of two queries which have a com-
mon query variable are joined each other by applying

a join algorithm. After all sub results have been joined
then the main result is generated. If a federated query
has more sub-queries, that means more join operation
per federated query is needed to be performed. In order
to make use of concurrency, MonARCh uses a parallel
hash join algorithm to join sub results each other at
the same time which yields quick generation of main
result. Even if using a parallel join algorithm if there is
an increase in the sub-query count in a federated query,
then more CPU computation is needed to be performed
and more memory is needed to be occupied. This may
degrade the total query count and max query count per
minute metrics in Table-2.

II. Answers to Explanatory Questions
All explanatory questions except one have been an-

swered both in the previous section and section 6.6.2.
Question which is left here for the discussion is how

would a change in the query characteristics affect the
performance of the system?

Triple patterns in the query has the feature named
selectivity which affects the result size to be retrieved.
A higher selective sub-query in a federated query pro-
duces less result compared to a less selective one,
therefore less computation would be needed to per-
form the join operation for that query. On the other
hand if a sub-query is less selective, its result may have
many tuples and the computation cost of the join op-
eration to be performed will be high. Thus the selec-
tivity of sub-queries will affect the total query count,
max query count per minute, result size per federated
query, max result size per minute and total result size
metrics in Table-2 directly.

III. Answers to Effect Questions
Because all effect questions are included by both de-

scriptive and explanatory questions and they have been
answered in sections 6.6.1 & 6.6.2, they will not be
discussed here again.

IV. Answers to Trade-off Questions
How would the artifact be affected if a different ac-

tor model implementation was used?
There are several actor model languages and frame-

works which can be available to use as an actor model
implementation. Key point is that the actor framework
to be mature, robust, well documented, easy to use
and resource(computer) friendly. For example; Erlang
and Elixir programming languages depend upon the
Erlang virtual machine whose threads are much more
lightweight compared to Java threads. But on the other
hand Erlang and Elixir are both fully functional pro-
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gramming languages which most developers are not
familiar with, therefore this may affect the develop-
ment process in a bad way. When the implementa-
tion difficulty has been put aside, from the system per-
formance point of view Elixir or Erlang can be seen
as a replacement to Akka toolkit. On the other hand
there are emerging alternative actor frameworks such
as Riker13 written in Rust programming language ,
CAF14 written in C++, Comedy15 built for Node.js,
Orleans16 built for .net framework. But they all have
either a less mature multi-thread mechanism or have
a narrow development community compared to Akka,
Erlang and Elixir.

Another trade-off question which is asked at the be-
ginning of the study is how the artifact would be af-
fected if the actor model has not been used.

There are three main reasons for choosing the actor
model for concurrency:

i Actor model enforces immutability. When multi-
threaded applications become mutable this causes
many bugs and errors on runtime and also requires
a locking mechanism.

ii Actor systems are easily scalable, which is vital for
the designed system.

iii Synchronization is a big problem in concurrent
systems. Actors fully encapsulate their behav-
ior and state since they communicate with each
other via sending messages. This allows avoiding
synchronization and resource allocation problems
common in concurrent systems.

These advantages of actor systems over other concur-
rency models makes them the superior choice for the
implemented artifact. If another concurrency model
has been chosen, it would be hard to avoid synchro-
nization problems, resource allocation errors and scal-
ability issues.

V. Answers to Sensitivity Questions
Questions related with sensitivity except one have

been explained in the previous sections. The question
that is left for discussion here asks what would happen
if a sub-query should be answered using a SPARQL
endpoint that has no VoID description.

Some federated query engines like SPLENDID[22]
and WoDQA use VoID descriptions for constructing

13https://riker.rs
14http://actor-framework.org
15https://github.com/untu/comedy
16https://dotnet.github.io/orleans

federated SPARQL query. In this study VoID descrip-
tions of datasets are used because WoDQA makes use
of these metadata for fast query analysis and federated
query generation. Since SPARQL endpoints do not
need to have a VoID description, an alternative query
federation engine which does not based on VoID de-
scriptions like FedX[48], ANAPSID[3], FEDRA[38]
or HiBISCUS[46] can be used instead of WoDQA. But
this may affect the generation time of the federated
query. There are some other works about SPARQL
query federation which are not mentioned here be-
cause they do not have any downloadable source code
or binary release in order to be used by any newly
developed system. On the other hand VoID descrip-
tions about SPARQL endpoints are used to store DaDy
change frequencies. Also if a dataset has no VoID de-
scription then a default change frequency can be set to
maintain the monitoring job.

VI. Answers to Requirements Satisfaction Questions
First requirement satisfaction question is that does

the artifact isolate developers from the details of linked
data monitoring? (What assumptions does the artifact
make about the linked data monitoring effort required
by developer)

System simulation and empirical results show that
developers can easily monitor their desired subset of
linked data by developing agent applications which is-
sue and register SPARQL queries to MonARCh. In this
way the monitoring process is handled by MonARCh
also developers do not need to know about details such
as detection and notification of changes. Developers
should be aware of the linked data environment con-
text, SPARQL syntax, actor model and development
of actor based applications compatible with the one
(Akka) MonARCh based on.

Another requirement satisfaction question asks how
much time passes between the detection of a query re-
sult change and notification of the registered apps and
whether it satisfies functional requirements?

Average change notification times according to
company count has been given in Table-3 and Figure-
8. In relation with max query count per minute listed in
Table-2 change notification time of a query increases
when more queries are sent at the same time. While
average change notification time is 5.26 seconds for
Node-1 and 3.14 seconds for Node-2 in 500 company
setting when 100 query per minute has been sent, it
jumps into 36.75 seconds for Node-1 and 25.09 sec-
onds for Node-2 in 2500 company setting when query
per minute was 500. Results are reasonable even if in

https://riker.rs
http://actor-framework.org
https://github.com/untu/comedy
https://dotnet.github.io/orleans
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a simulated environment and scenario. In real world
cases much less queries are expected to be sent at the
same time which also lead to decrease change notifi-
cation times drastically.

Last question in this section seeks for how much
time passes between a query result change and change
detection, and whether it satisfies functional require-
ments?

For the use case scenario two dataset updater pro-
grams have been set to update 2f per hour for stock
and f per hour for nytimes. Client actor program which
registers query monitoring requests to the cluster has
been configured to run right after the updater programs
have been completed the first update, which makes
MonARCh to be synchronous and to detect changes
after they occurred without missing any update.

7. Related Work

The intended context of the system discussed in
this paper is the Semantic Web. Since there is no re-
striction over data changes in the Linked Data cloud,
and data sources are not obliged to inform their users
about the changes, data consumers do not have exact
knowledge about updates of data sources. In the lit-
erature there exists systems such as SPARQLES [53]
which monitor SPARQL endpoints periodically. How-
ever, main aim of these systems is to evaluate the avail-
ability, discoverability, performance and interoperabil-
ity of the endpoints they monitor, they do not serve
the purpose of notifying users of those endpoints in
case of a data change. That’s the point where the pro-
posed system contributes; it monitors for data changes
and informs its clients about these changes. Although
the requirements, purpose and structure of this system
are very similar to those of publish/subscribe (pub/-
sub) systems, it differs from pub/sub systems in its
change detection mechanism to detect the aforemen-
tioned changes in the Linked Data served by SPARQL
endpoints.

PubSubHubbub [21], is a web based publish/sub-
scribe protocol that supports both pull and push based
approaches. The protocol can be applied with or with-
out the cooperation of the data provider. Data providers
that cooperate with a hub notify it about data changes.
When the hub gets a change notification, it delivers
this notification to the clients subscribed for moni-
toring those changes. On the other hand, if the data
provider does not cooperate with the hub, the hub
queries the data provider periodically and notifies the

clients whenever there is a change in the data they are
monitoring. SparqlPuSH [40] is a partial implemen-
tation of the PubSubHubbub protocol for RDF data
stores. It implements the push side of the PubSub-
Hubbub protocol that utilizes data provider support.
Through the interface it provides, the users register
SPARQL queries which they want to monitor on a sin-
gle RDF data store. System creates a feed about the
registered SPARQL queries and registers the feed to
a hub. Whenever a change occurs on the RDF triple
store, the registered SPARQL queries are executed on
the data store, feeds related with the SPARQL queries
whose results have changed are updated and the hub is
notified. Finally, the hub notifies all subscribers of that
query about the change.

DSNotify [41] is another publish/subscribe system
which can be used in either a pull based or a push based
manner, not in a combined style. Users can define a
special monitoring area which corresponds to an RDF
graph. Whenever a change occurs, the change is regis-
tered to the system. According to the preferences of the
users, the changes are either sent to the subscribers in a
push based manner, or the users can query the changes
via http requests in a pull based manner. Like Sparql-
PuSH, DSNotify can monitor queries on a single RDF
endpoint, and does not support federated queries.

SEPA [43] ,which is a publish/subscribe system as
well, is based on recent research about smart space
applications. It detects data changes by means of its
publishers that fully support the SPARQL 1.1 Update
language. In addition to that, the study proposes the
SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event Protocol and SPARQL 1.1
Subscribe Language that are supported by the publish-
ers and subscribers in the system.

Unlike the systems discussed above, state of the art
publish/subscribe systems are scalable and have ex-
cellent features and techniques for delivering relevant
content to the consumer. In the literature, there are two
main approaches available for these systems which are
attribute (topic) based and content based.

Topic-based approach narrows search space, that’s
why systems that follow this approach are both scal-
able and fast. Among topic based approaches Blue-
Dove [34] is the first one which is designed to work
in a cloud computing environment. System has been
implemented by extending the source code of Cassan-
dra17[32] excluding the storage parts which facilitates
scalability and elasticity. For handling scalability, the

17https://cassandra.apache.org

https://cassandra.apache.org
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system uses gossip based network at hardware level,
and at software level it uses multidimensional parti-
tioning technique to match messages with the related
server. System also checks the data skew and adapts it-
self to changing workloads. SEMAS [36] which is in-
spired from BlueDove is also an attribute based event
matching service designed to work on cloud environ-
ments. In this work, authors point out to the skewed
real time data dissemination especially in emergency
applications. Adapting to change of the burst of event
workloads is the main purpose of the system which
contains scalable and novel event matching & rout-
ing algorithms in its core. Evaluations were performed
upon their OpenStack-based testbed by taking into ac-
count several viewpoints such as scalability, load bal-
ancing, reliability, elasticity and overhead. The topic
based systems discussed so far run in cloud environ-
ments. In contrast, POLDERCAST [49] runs over a
scalable computer network overlay. It is a scalable
topic-based publish subscribe service aiming fast dis-
semination of topics. Novelty of this work is to prop-
agate messages over the network using ring, vicin-
ity and cyclon modules in a scalable manner. Evalu-
ation of the system was performed using open Face-
book and Twitter datasets by comparing themselves
with Scribe [45] system. Kafka [31], which was first
designed as a distributed messaging system for log
processing, is capable of much more as a distributed
streaming platform and can be accepted as a publish/-
subscribe system. The collection of a particular stream
of records is defined as a high level abstraction named
as a “topic”. These published messages and/or streams
are then stored in “brokers” each of which is actually
a Kafka cluster formed by a set of server nodes. Con-
sumers can subscribe to one or more topics and pull a
stream of data from brokers. Kafka is so scalable and
fault tolerant that according to the evaluation results
its performance far exceeds ActiveMQ18[50] and Rab-
bitMQ19[17]. It was first developed by Linkedin com-
pany and today is used by thousands of companies in
production. POLDERCAST and Kafka are not catego-
rized as cloud-based approaches in their work but both
can easily be adapted to work in a cloud environment.

On the other hand content based approach focuses
on expressiveness and extends the term scope. Sim-
ilarity metrics and techniques are incorporated into
the event matching algorithms to find out how close

18http://activemq.apache.org
19https://www.rabbitmq.com

a content is to a published message, which can be a
scalability trade off and lead to system slow down.
STREAMHUB [7] is one of the content based ap-
proaches aiming high throughput and runs on a public
cloud environment. In this work the publish/subscribe
engine is split into many logical and operational pieces
to support parallel execution on cloud environments.
Evaluation was performed on a cluster with 384 cores.
According to the results, they achieved a balance be-
tween publications and subscriptions with a ratio of
1/100 and scale of 1000. Previous STREAMHUB has
been enhanced to become elastic and scalable both in
and out as E-STREAMHUB [8]. The system evalu-
ation results showed that it can react and adapt dy-
namically to changing workloads. Another cloud and
content-based pub/sub system is SREM [35] aiming
to maximize matching throughput under a big load of
subscription requests. They build a distributed overlay
SkipCloud using a prefix routing algorithm to achieve
low latency. For checking the scalability, reliability,
workload balance and memory overhead abilities of
the system, a testbed called CloudStack20 was config-
ured and incorporated into the system evaluation. Un-
like these cloud & content based pub/sub architectures
[44] presents a semantic pub/sub architecture named
SPS to support smart space applications in IoT. Pub-
lishers use SPARQL update queries to make changes
to the endpoint. The aggregator component of the sys-
tem uses SPARQL queries to retrieve and store the re-
sults of the update query. All query results are stored
in an in-memory RDF triple store. It is checked from
a key-value lookup table if the updated triples will
change the result of a query. Events are detected by a
novel algorithm that resides in the SPARQL subscrip-
tion (SUB) engine. Evaluation of the system was per-
formed against a benchmark of city lighting use case.
Results are shown in terms of processing power of sub-
scriptions per second (subs/sec) metric for both simple
and complex updates.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, MonARCh which is a scalable moni-
toring tool for SPARQL queries in the linked data envi-
ronment has been presented. Users subscribe SPARQL
queries to MonARCh and get notified when a result
change occurs related to any subscribed query. It is de-

20http://cloudstack.apache.org

http://activemq.apache.org
https://www.rabbitmq.com
http://cloudstack.apache.org
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signed as a pull/push approach proactively executing
sub-queries over endpoints according to DaDy change
frequencies (pull) and constructing the new result and
notifying related clients when a change has been de-
tected (push). System has been implemented according
to design science methodology by using Akka toolkit
which is an actor model implementation and its cluster
sharding feature for taking advantage of scalability and
concurrency. MonARCh is novel in terms of being the
first work that enables scalable SPARQL query mon-
itoring in the linked data environment. On the other
hand when both working as a cluster and reaching a
high number of query & actor counts are considered,
the empirical results showed that MonARCh is scal-
able.

In future direction it is planned to extend the archi-
tecture enabling to monitor RESTful and multi/poly
store services such as graph, relational, document, key-
value, columnar etc. The persistence feature of Akka
is planned to be included into MonARCh which lets
the actor system to self heal when a node or cluster
has been shut down. Moreover developing an efficient
cluster sharding algorithm will provide more balanced
system loads in nodes and will enhance the system per-
formance, scalability and robustness.

The detailed linked data consumption survey by
Klimek et. al [30] states that learning linked data tech-
nologies is a problem for users. Though MonARCH
supports developers greatly for query monitoring, it
still requires the developers to write SPARQL queries
which may pose a problem for the developers not fa-
miliar with SPARQL language or linked data tools.
There are some machine learning based studies for this
problem [39, 42, 51, 52], however none of them are
integrated with a tool like MonARCH. Therefore, an-
other direction for further research may be automa-
tized translation of queries given in natural language to
SPARQL.

One last future direction for research is defining the
change frequencies of data sources whose DaDy defi-
nitions are not given. There are some studies that aim
analyzing and defining the dynamics of linked data sets
[16]. These studies may be combined with MonARCH
to define DaDy metadata for data sources with no dy-
namics information in order to allow MonARCH to
monitor them too.
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